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Abstract. Program properties that are automatically inferred by static
analysis tools are generally not considered to be completely trustworthy, unless the tool implementation or the results are formally verified.
Here we focus on the formal verification of resource guarantees inferred
by automatic cost analysis. Resource guarantees ensure that programs
run within the indicated amount of resources which may refer to memory consumption, to number of instructions executed, etc. In previous
work we studied formal verification of inferred resource guarantees that
depend only on integer data. In realistic programs, however, resource
consumption is often bounded by the size of heap-allocated data structures. Bounding their size requires to perform a number of structural
heap analyses. The contributions of this paper are (i) to identify what
exactly needs to be verified to guarantee sound analysis of heap manipulating programs, (ii) to provide a suitable extension of the program logic
used for verification to handle structural heap properties in the context of
resource guarantees, and (iii) to improve the underlying theorem prover
so that proof obligations can be automatically discharged.

1

Introduction

Formally proving the correctness of software can be crucial for many applications, e.g., in safety-critical systems. There are two possible approaches to certifying the correctness of software, (1) either perform full-blown verification of
the correctness of the system or (2) alternatively validate its results for every
execution. In the case of static analyzers, the first alternative is a daunting task,
among other things, because of the sophisticated algorithms used for the analysis and their evolution over time. In this paper, we adopt the second alternative
based on constructing a validating tool [14] which, after every run of the analyzer, formally (and automatically) confirms that the results are correct and,
optionally, generates correctness proofs. Such proofs can then be translated to
independently checkable certificates in the proof-carrying code style [6,13].
Resource usage analysis aims at (over-)approximating the amount of resources (time, memory, etc.) required to run a program in terms of its input
arguments. costa [1,2] is a cost analyzer which allows the user to select a particular resource (among those available in the system) and automatically generate

resource usage upper bounds from Java bytecode (and hence Java) programs.
Correctness of the techniques that costa implements is proven at the theoretical level, but the tool has not been formally verified. Thus, there is no guarantee
that correctness is realized by the implementation. In recent work [3], we have
proposed a fully automatic process of obtaining verified resource guarantees by
using KeY [5], a state-of-the-art theorem prover for Java programs, for verifying
that the upper bounds inferred by costa are correct. In essence, the costa
and KeY systems cooperate in such a way that KeY produces formal correctness
proofs for the different intermediate results used to obtain the upper bounds.
When the resource guarantees depend only on data of integer type, this cooperation results in a fully automatic tool for producing verified resource guarantees.
However, it is often the case that resource guarantees depend on the structural properties of dynamically allocated data, e.g., the resource consumption of
executing a loop that traverses a list is typically a function of the length of such
a list. Resource analysis needs to keep track of how the size of data structures
changes along the execution. For this purpose, costa integrates as an additional component the path-length analysis [17]. The path-length of a non-cyclic
data structure is the length of the maximal path starting from the root, i.e., its
depth. Inferring the path-length property also requires proving acyclicity of data
structures and keeping track of possible sharing between pointers.
The main achievement of this paper is the extension of [3] to handle heap
manipulating programs. In particular: (1) we identify the structural properties
inferred by costa which need to be verified and extend the Java Modeling Language (JML) by suitable new constructs; (2) we extend the program logic used
during verification by additional theories for structural heap properties including
acyclicity or disjointness of heap regions. Extensive work with implementation
and improvement of the proof-search strategies for the newly introduced theories
was required to achieve a high degree of automation; (3) we formalize faithfully
the notion of maximal path-length of an acyclic data structure in KeY’s logic.
This theory is equipped with lemmas that match the requirements of the pathlength analysis performed in costa; and (4) realizing the cooperation between
costa and KeY has required a number of non-trivial extensions of both systems.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 recalls the framework of [3]; Sec. 3
presents the additional components that need to be verified for carrying out
the extension; Sec. 4 describes how the KeY logic has been extended to express
and verify structural heap properties and path-length assertions; experimental
results are presented in Sec. 5; and Sec. 6 concludes and discusses related work.

2

The Framework: Verification of Resource Guarantees

In this section we review the verification framework for upper bounds (UBs) as
proposed in [3] which does not take heap-allocated data structures into account.
Sec. 2.1 describes the components involved in a resource guarantees analysis
while Sec. 2.2 details the formal verification of these components with KeY.
2
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void scoreBoard(int[][] v) {
//@ ghost int v len =v.length
int i=0, j=0;
//@ assert (j =0 ∧ i=0 ∧ v.length=v len)
//@ ghost int i 1 =i, j1 =j, v len1 =v.length
//@ ghost int i 2 =i, j2 =j, v len2 =v.length
//@ decreases ( (v. length − i) ≥ 0 ? (v.length − i) : 0)
//@ loop invariant (i 2 =0 ∧ i2 =i ∧ v len2 ≥0) ∨ (i2 =0 ∧ i≥1 ∧ v len2 ≥i)
while (i < v.length) {
j=0;
//@ assert (v len 1 >i ∧ i1 =i ∧ j=0)
//@ ghost int i 3 =i, j3 =j, v len3 =v.length
//@ ghost int i 4 =i, j4 =j, v len4 =v.length
//@ decreases ( (i − j) ≥ 0 ? (i − j) : 0)
//@ loop invariant (j 4 =0 ∧ j4 =j ∧ i4 =i) ∨ (j4 =0 ∧ j≥1 ∧ i4 ≥j ∧ i4 =i)
while (j < i) {
v[i][j]=i + j;
j++;
//@ assert (j =j3 +1 ∧ i3 =i);
//@ set i 3 =i, j3 =j, v len3 =v.length
}
i++;
//@ assert (v. length 1 >i ∧ i=i1 +1)
//@ set i 1 =i, j1 =j, v len1 =v.length
}
}
Fig. 1. costa’s output for a simple example working on integer data

2.1

Inference of Resource Guarantees

Cost analyzers [1,2] usually infer UBs for each iterative and recursive construct
(loops) and then compose the results in order to obtain UBs for the methods of
interest. W.l.o.g., we focus on polynomial UBs which are the result of composing
simple loops, but the same components are used to infer UBs for programs with
logarithmic and exponential complexities. Intuitively, in order to infer an UB for
a single loop, we infer an UB A on the worst-case cost of a single execution of its
body and an UB I on the number of iterations that it can perform. Then, A ∗ I
is an UB for the loop. To infer A and I costa relies on the program analysis
components described below that provide the necessary information. The results
are provided by costa as JML annotations that KeY will attempt to verify.
Ranking functions. For each loop, costa infers as UB on the number of iterations
a linear function I from the loop variables to N which is strictly decreasing at each
iteration. Ranking functions are of the form nat(`), where nat(`) = max(0, `),
which can be translated to the JML annotation “//@ decreasing ` > 0 ? ` : 0”.
3

Example 1. Consider the method scoreBoard() given in Fig. 1, where two nested
loops are used to initialize some matrix values. For the inner loop costa infers at
line 14 the ranking function f (i, j) = nat(i − j) which safely bounds the number
of iterations. For the outer loop, the number of iterations is bounded by the
ranking function that appears in line 7 which involves the length of the array.
Loop invariants. Loop invariants, together with size relations, are needed to
compute the worst-case cost A of executing one loop iteration. For each loop in
the program, costa infers an invariant ϕ that involves the loop variables v̄ and
auxiliary variables w̄ such that each wi represents the initial value of vi . The
JML annotation for this invariant consists of one line defining all w̄ as ghost
variables (“//@ ghost int w1 = v1 ;. . .; int wn = vn ”, lines 6, 13 in Fig. 1) and one
line for the loop invariant (“//@ loop invariant ϕ”, lines 8, 15 in Fig. 1).
Example 2. Consider the invariant for the outer loop at line 8. The left disjunct
corresponds to first visit to that program point, and the right disjunct to visit it
after executing the loop body at least once. Note that separating the invariant
into these two cases results in a more precise UB, and in addition helps KeY in
verifying the invariant. We declared as ghost variable in line 6 such that i2 ,j2
and v len2 correspond to the initial value of i, j and v.length when entering
the loop for the first time. The invariant states that i is always smaller than or
equal to the initial value of v.length (i ≤ v len2 ) This is essential to bound the
worst-case cost of the loop, since the cost of each iteration depends on i.
Size relations. Given a fragment of code (a scope), costa infers size relations
between the values of the variables at a certain program point of interest within
the scope and their initial values when entering the scope. This allows composing
the cost of the different code fragments. In particular, for each loop (or method
call), costa infers the relation ϕ between the values of variables before a loop
(or call) entry and the entry of its parent scope. Suppose that the loop (or call) is
at line Ll , its parent scope starts at line Lp , v̄ are the variables of interest at line
Ll , and w̄ represent their values at line Lp . Then we add the JML annotation
“//@ ghost int w1 = v1 ;. . .; int wn = vn ;” immediately after line Lp to capture the
values of v̄ at line Lp , and the JML annotation “//@ assert ϕ” immediately before
line Ll to state that the relation ϕ must hold at the program point.
Example 3. Let us demonstrate the need for size relations: (1) during cost analysis, the cost of the outer loop is inferred first in terms of the values of i and
v.length before entering the loop, and later is transformed to be in terms of the
length of the input array. For this, costa uses the size relation at line 4 which
relates the values at that program point to those at line 2 using the corresponding ghost variables; (2) similarly, the cost of the inner loop is first inferred in
terms of the values of i and j before entering the loop, and later is transformed
to be in terms of their values when entering the outer loop. Assuming that i1 ,
j1 and v len1 are respectively the value of i, j, and v.length, line 11 includes
the size relation required to do such transformation. Note that since these code
4

fragments appear inside a loop, the values of i1 , j1 and v len1 should be updated
in each iteration. This is done by defining and initializing them at line 5 (for
the first iteration) and modifying them in each iteration at the end of the loop
(line 24). The size relation at line 23 is used by costa to synthesize a ranking
function, this also helps KeY in proving that it is indeed a ranking function; and
(3) lines 12, 19 and 20 encode the size relation of the inner loop.
Upper Bounds. In the verification phase it suffices to prove the correctness of the
inferred ranking functions, loop invariants, and size relations: based on these, it
is straightforward to compute an UB for the method by applying parametric
integer programming (PIP) to obtain A and then just multiply I ∗ A.
Example 4. We start from the innermost loop at line 16. Assuming that executing the condition costs (at most) c1 instructions, and that the cost of each
iteration (i.e., the loop body) is c2 instructions, then it is clear that nat(i4 −
j4 ) ∗ (c1 + c2 ) + c1 is an UB on the cost of this loop. Next, we move to the
outer loop at line 9. Let us assume that the cost of the comparison is (at most)
c3 instructions, the code at line 10 costs c4 instructions, and the code at line
22 is c5 instructions. Then, the cost of each iteration of this loop is c3 + c4 +
nat(i4 − j4 ) ∗ (c1 + c2 ) + c1 + c5 , where the highlighted subexpression is the cost
of the inner loop. Note that each iteration might have a different cost, since i4 −j4
is not the same for all iterations. The solution is to find the worst-case cost A in
terms of v len2 , i2 , j2 such that A ≥ i4 − j4 in all iterations. Then, nat(v len2 −
i2 ) ∗ [c3 + c4 + nat(A) ∗ (c1 + c2 ) + c1 + c5 ] + c3 is an UB for the loop. To find such
A, costa solves the PIP problem of maximizing the objective function i4 − j4
w.r.t. the loop invariant (line 8) and the size relations (line 11) where v len2 , i2 , j2
are the parameters. This produces an expression in terms of v len2 , i2 , j2 which
is greater than or equal to i4 − j4 in all iterations of the loop. In our example, it is A = v len2 − 1. We finally can compute the cost of the scoreBoard
method. Assume that the cost of line 3 is c6 , then the cost of the method
is c6 +nat(v len2 − i2 ) ∗ [c3 + c4 + nat(v len2 − 1) ∗ (c1 + c2 ) + c1 + c5 ] + c3 . We
need to express this UB in terms of the input parameter v len. For this, costa
maximizes (using PIP) v len2 − i2 and v len2 − 1 w.r.t. the size relation at line 4
and, respectively, obtains v len and v len − 1. Therefore, c6 + nat(v len) ∗ [c3 +
c4 + nat(v len − 1) ∗ (c1 + c2 ) + c1 + c5 ] + c3 is the UB for scoreBoard.
2.2

Verification by Symbolic Execution

The program logic used by KeY is JavaCard Dynamic Logic (JavaDL) [5], a firstorder dynamic logic with arithmetic. JavaDL extends sorted first-order logic by
a program modality h·i·. Let p denote a sequence of executable Java statements
and φ an arbitrary JavaDL formula, then hpiφ is a formula which states that
program p terminates and in its final state φ holds. A typical formula looks like
p
}|
{
z
.
.
.
.
i = i0 ∧ j = j0 −> hi=j-i;j=j-i;i=i+j;i(i = j0 ∧ j = i0)
5

where i, j are program variables represented as non-rigid constants. Non-rigid
constants and functions are state-dependent: their value can be changed by programs. The rigid constants i0, j0 are state-independent: their value cannot be
changed. The formula above says that if program p is executed in a state where
i and j have values i0, j0, then p terminates and in its final state the values of
the variables are swapped. To reason about JavaDL formulas, KeY employs a
sequent calculus whose rules perform symbolic execution of the programs in the
modalities. Here is a typical rule:
Γ, b =⇒ h{p}restiφ, ∆ Γ, ¬b =⇒ h{q}restiφ, ∆
ifSplit
Γ =⇒ hif (b) {p} else {q} restiφ, ∆
As values are symbolic, it is in general necessary to split the proof whenever an
implicit or explicit case distinction is executed. It is also necessary to represent
the symbolic values of variables throughout execution. This becomes apparent
when statements with side effects are executed, notably assignments. The assignment rule in JavaDL looks as follows:
Γ =⇒ {x := val}hrestiφ, ∆
assign
Γ =⇒ hx = val; restiφ, ∆
The expression in curly braces in the premise is called update and is used in KeY
to represent symbolic state changes. An elementary update loc := val is a pair
of a program variable and a value. The meaning of updates is the same as that of
an assignment, but updates can be composed in various ways to represent complex state changes. Updates u1 , u2 can be composed into parallel updates u1 ku2 .
In case of clashes (updates u1 , u2 assign different values to the same location) a
last-wins semantics resolves the conflict. This reflects left-to-right sequential execution. Apart from that, parallel updates are applied simultaneously, i.e., they
do not depend on each other. Update application to a formula/term e is denoted
by {u}e and forms itself a formula/term.
Verifying Size Relations. JML annotations are proven to be valid by symbolic
execution. For example, in the method scoreBoard() one starts with execution of
the variable declarations. Ghost variable declarations and assignments to ghost
variables (//@ set var=val;) are treated like Java assignments. If a JML assertion
“assert ϕ;” is encountered during symbolic execution, the proof is split: the first
branch must prove that the assertion formula ϕ holds in the current symbolic
state; the second branch continues symbolic execution. In the scoreBoard example, a proof split occurs before entering each loop. This verifies the size relations
among variables as derived by costa and encoded in terms of JML assertions.
Verifying Invariants and Ranking Functions. Verification of the loop invariants
and ranking functions obtained from costa is achieved with a tailored loop
invariant rule that has a variant term to ensure termination:
(i) Γ =⇒ Inv ∧ dec ≥ 0, ∆
.
(ii) Γ, {UA }(b ∧ Inv ∧ dec = d0) ⇒
{UA }hbodyi(Inv ∧ dec < d0 ∧ dec ≥ 0), ∆
(iii) Γ, {UA }(¬b ∧ Inv) =⇒ {UA }hrestiφ, ∆
loopInv
Γ =⇒ hwhile (b) { body } restiφ, ∆
6

Inv and dec are obtained, respectively, from the loop invariant and decreasing
JML annotations generated by costa. Premise (i) ensures that invariant Inv
is valid just before entering the loop and that the variant dec is non-negative.
Premise (ii) ensures that Inv is preserved by the loop body and that the variant
term decreases strictly monotonic while remaining non-negative. Premise (iii)
continues symbolic execution upon loop exit. The integer-typed variant term ensures loop termination as it has a lower bound (0) and is decreased by each loop
iteration. Using costa’s derived ranking function as variant term obviously verifies that the ranking function is correct. The update UA assigns to all locations
whose values are potentially changed by the loop a fixed, but unknown value.
This allows using the values of locations that are unchanged in the loop during
symbolic execution of the body.
Contracts. costa also infers contracts which specify pre- and post-conditions
on the input and output arguments of each method. Contracts are useful for
modular verification in KeY.

3

Upper Bounds for Heap Manipulating Programs

When input arguments of a method are of reference type, its UB is usually not
specified in terms of the concrete values within the data structures, but rather in
terms of some structural properties of the involved data structures. For example,
if the input is a list, then the UB would typically depend on the length of the
list instead of the concrete values in the list.
Example 5. Consider the program in Fig. 2 where class List implements a linked
list as usual. For method insert, costa infers the UB c1 ∗ nat(x) + c2 where
x refers to the length of x, and c1 /c2 are constants representing the cost of the
instructions inside/before & after the loop. The UB depends on the length of x,
because the list is traversed at lines 16–19.
The example shows that cost analysis of heap manipulating programs requires
inferring information on how the size of data structures changes during the
execution, similar to the invariants and size-relations that are used to describe
how the values of integer variables change. To do so, we first need to fix the
meaning of “size of a data structure”. We use the path-length measure which
maps data structures to their depth, such that the depth of a cyclic data structure
is defined to be ∞. Recall that the depth of a data structure is the maximum
number of nodes (i.e. objects) on a path from the root to a leaf. Using this
size measure, costa infers invariants and size relations that involve both integer
and reference variables, where the reference variables refer to the depth of the
corresponding data structures. Once the invariants are inferred, synthesizing
the UBs follows the same pattern as in Sec. 2. In the following, we identify
the essential information of the path-length analysis (and related analyses) that
must be verified later by KeY.
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//@ requires \acyclic(x)
//@ ensures \acyclic(\result)
//@ ensures \depth(\result) ≤ \depth(x) + 1
public static List insert(List x, int v) {
//@ ghost List x0 = x;
List p = null;
List c = x;
List n = new List(v, null);
//@ ghost List c0 = c
//@ assert \depth(n) = 1 ∧ \depth(c0 ) = \depth(x0 )
//@ decreasing \depth(c)
//@ loop invariant \depth(c0 ) ≥ \depth(c)
//@ loop invariant \acyclic(n) ∧ \acyclic(p) ∧ \acyclic(x) ∧ \acyclic(c)
//@ loop invariant \disjoint({n, x})∧\disjoint({n, c})∧\disjoint({n, p})
//@ loop invariant !\reachPlus(p, x) ∧ !\reachPlus(n, x) ∧ !\reach(n, p)
while ( c != null ∧ c.data < v) {
p = c;
c = c.next;
}
if ( p == null ) {
n.next = x;
x = n;
} else {
n.next = c;
p.next = n;
}
return x;
}
Fig. 2. The running example, with (partial) JML annotations

3.1

Path-Length Analysis

Path-length analysis is based on abstracting program states to linear constraints
that describe the corresponding path-length relations between the different data
structures. For example, the linear constraint x < y represents all program states
in which the depth of the data structure to which x points is smaller than the
depth of the data structure to which y points. Starting from an initial abstract
state that describes the path-length relations of the initial concrete state, the
analysis computes path-length invariants for each program point of interest. In
order to verify the path-length information with KeY, we have extended JML
with the new keyword \depth that gives the depth of a data structure to which
a reference variable points. In particular, for invariants, size-relations, and contracts, if the corresponding constraints include a variable x, corresponding to a
reference variable x, we replace all occurrences of x by \depth(x).
Example 6. We explain the various path-length relations inferred by costa for
the method insert of Fig. 2, and how they are used to infer an UB. Due to space
8

limitations, we only show the annotations of interest. For the loop at lines 16–19,
costa infers that the depth of the data structure to which c points decreases
in each iteration. Since the depth is bounded by 0, it concludes that nat(c) is a
ranking function for that loop. As a part of the loop invariant, costa infers that
c0 ≥ c where c0 refers to the depth of the data structure to which c points before
entering the loop and c to the depth of the data structure to which c points after
each iteration. Using this invariant, together with the knowledge that the depth
of c0 equals to the depth of x, we have that c1 ∗ nat(x) + c2 is an UB for insert
(since the maximum value of c is exactly x). Another essential relation inferred
by the path-length analysis (captured in the ensures clause in line 3) is that
the depth of the list returned by insert is smaller than or equal to the depth
of x plus one. This is crucial when analyzing a method that uses insert since
it allows tracking the size of the list after inserting an element.
Path-length relations are obtained by means of a fixpoint computation which
(symbolically) executes the program over abstract states. As a typical example,
executing x=y.f adds the constraint x0 < y to the abstract state if the variable
0
y points to an acyclic data structure, and
V x0 ≤ y otherwise. On the other hand,
executing x.f=y adds the constraints {z ≤ z + y | z might share with x} if
it is guaranteed that x does not become cyclic after executing this statement.
This is because, in the worst case, x might be a leaf of the corresponding datastructure pointed to by z, and thus the length of its new paths can be longer
than the old ones at most by y. Obviously, to perform path-length analysis, we
require information on (a) whether a variables certainly points to an acyclic data
structure; and (b) which variables might share common regions in the heap.
3.2

Cyclicity analysis

The cyclicity analysis of costa [9] infers information on which variables may
point to (a)cyclic data structures. This is essential for the path-length analysis.
The analysis abstracts program states to sets of elements of the form: (1) x y
which indicates that starting from x one may reach (with at least one step) the
object to which y points; (2) x which indicates that x might point to a cyclic
data structure; and (3) xy which indicates that x might alias with y.
Starting from an abstract state that describes the initial reachability, aliasing and cyclicity information, the analysis computes invariants (on reachability,
aliasing and cyclicity) for each program point of interest by means of a fixpoint
computation which (symbolically) executes the program instructions over the
abstract states. For example, when executing y=x.f, then y inherits the cyclicity and reachability properties of x; and when executing x.f=y, then x becomes
cyclic if before the instruction the abstract state included y , y x, or yx.
On the verification side, to make use of the inferred cyclicity relations, we extend JML by the new keyword \acyclic which guarantees acyclicity. In contrast
to costa, JML and KeY use shape predicates with must-semantics. Acyclicity
information is then added in JML annotations at entry points of contracts and
loops where we specify all variables which are guaranteed to be acyclic. For loop
9

entry points as invariants (as in line 13) and for contracts as pre- and postconditions (as in lines 1, 2). To make use of the reachability relations we extend JML
by the new keyword \reachPlus(x, y), which indicates that y must be reachable
from x in at least one step, and use the standard keyword \reach(x, y) which
indicates that y must be reachable from x in zero or more steps (i.e., they might
alias). The may-information of costa about reachability and aliasing is then
added as must-predicates in JML (in loop entries and contracts) as follows: let
A be the set of judgments inferred by costa for a given program point, then we
add !\reachPlus(x, y) whenever x y 6∈ A, and we add !\reach(x, y) whenever
x y 6∈ A ∧ xy 6∈ A (for example, in line 15).
3.3

Sharing analysis

Knowledge on possible sharing is required by both path-length and cyclicity
analyses. The sharing analysis of costa is based on [15] where abstract states are
sets of pairs of the form x•y which indicate that x and y might share a common
region in the heap. The sharing invariants are propagated from an initial state by
means of a fixpoint computation to the program points of interest. For example,
when executing y=x.f, the variable y will only share with anything that shared
with x (including x itself); on the other hand, when executing x.f=y, the variable
x keeps its previous sharing relations, and in addition it might share with y and
anything that shared with y before.
Obviously, KeY needs to know about the sharing information inferred by
costa to verify acyclicity and path-length properties. To this end, we extended
JML by the new keyword \disjoint which states that its argument, a set of
variables, does not share any common region in the heap (for example, in line 14).

4

Verification of Path-Length Assertions

Structural heap properties, including acyclicity, reachability and disjointness,
are essential both for path-length analysis and for the verification of path-length
assertions. However, while the path-length analysis performed by costa maintains cyclicity and sharing, the complementary properties are used as primitives
on the verification side. The reason is that the symbolic execution machinery
of KeY starts with a completely unspecified heap structure that subsequently
is refined using the inferred information about acyclicity and disjointness. In
the following we explain how structural heap properties are formalized in the
dynamic logic (JavaCard DL) used in this paper and implemented in KeY [5].
4.1

Heap Representation

First we briefly explain the logical modeling of the heap in JavaCard DL.4 The
heap of a Java program is represented as an element of type Heap. The Heap
4

Note that this is not the heap model described in earlier publications on KeY such
as [5]. In the present paper we use an explicit heap model based on [18].
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data type is formalized using the theory of arrays and associates locations to
values. A location is a pair (o, f ) of an object o and a field f . The select function
allows to access the value of a location in a heap h by select(h, o, f ). The complementary update operation which establishes an association between a location
(o, f ) and a value val is store(h, o, f, val). To improve readability, when the heap
h it is clear from the context, we use the familiar notation o.f and o.f := val
instead of select and store expressions. Based on this heap model, we define a
rule for symbolic execution of field assignments (cf. the assign rule in Sec. 2.2). It
simply updates the global heap program variable with the updated heap object:
Γ =⇒ {heap := store(heap, o, f, v)}hrestiφ, ∆
assign
Γ =⇒ ho.f = v; restiφ, ∆
4.2

Predicates for Structural Heap Properties

For the sake of readability, in Sec. 3, we gave simplified versions of the predicates
\depth, \acyclic, \reach, \reachPlus and \disjoint as compared to the actual implementation. In reality, these predicates have an extra argument that
restricts their domain to a given set of fields. For example, instead of \depth(x)
we might actually have \depth({x.next}, x) which refers to the depth of x considering only those paths that go through the field next. A syntactic analysis
infers automatically a safe approximation of these sets of fields by taking the
fields explicitly used in the corresponding code fragment.
Ultimately, the various structural heap properties are reduced to reachability
between objects which, therefore, must be expressible in the underlying program
logic. The counterpart of JML’s \reach predicate in JavaCard DL is
\reach : Heap × LocSet × Object × Object × int
and expresses bounded reachability (or n-reachability): an object e is n-reachable
from an object s with respect to a heap h and a set of locations l (of type LocSet)
if and only if there exists a sequence s = o1 o2 · · · on = e where oi+1 = oi .fi and
(oi , fi ) ∈ l for all 0 < i < n. The predicate \reach(h, l, s, e, n) is formally defined
.
.
as n ≥ 0 ∧ s 6= null ∧ ((n = 0 ∧ s = e) ∨ ∃f.(o, f ) ∈ l ∧ \reach(h, l, s.f, e, n − 1)).
As a consequence, from null nothing is reachable and also null cannot be reached.
Location sets in JavaCard DL are formalized in the data type LocSet which
provides constructors and the usual set operations (see [18] for a full account).
Here we need only three location set constructors: the constructor empty for the
empty set, the constructor singleton(o, f ) which takes an object o and a field f
and constructs a location set with location (o, f ) as its only member, and the
constructor allObjects(f ) which stands for the location set {(o, f ) | o ∈ Object}.
Example 7. \reach(h, allObjects(next), head, last, 5) is evaluated to true iff the
object last is reachable from object head in five steps by a chain of next fields.
Based on \reach we could directly axiomatize structural heap predicates
such as \acyclic(h, l, o) or \disjoint(h, l, o, u). Instead we prefer to reduce
structural heap predicates to \reachPlus(h, l, o, u) which is the counterpart of
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the JML function of the same name in Sec. 3.2 and expresses reachability in at
least one step. This has several advantages over using \reach: (1) the definition
of predicates such as \acyclic does not use the step parameter of the \reach
predicate and one would use existential quantification to eliminate it which impedes automation; and (2) for \reachPlus(h, l, o, u) to hold one has to perform
at least one step using a location in l. This renders the definition of properties
such as \acyclic less cumbersome as the zero step case has been excluded.
The predicate \reachPlus can defined with the help of \reach and this
definition can be used if necessary, however, in the first place we use a separate
axiomatization of \reachPlus. This helps to avoid (or at least to delay as long
as possible) the reintroduction of the step parameter and, hence, an additional
level of quantification. For space reasons, we do not give the calculus rules for the
axioms and auxiliary lemmas of the structural heap predicates like \acyclic and
\disjoint (which are not too surprising). Instead, we describe in the following
section one central difficulty that arises when reasoning about structural heap
properties and how we solved it to achieve higher automation.
4.3

Field Update Independence

When reasoning about structural heap predicates one often ends up in a situation
where one has to prove that a heap property is still valid after updating a location
on the heap, i.e, after executing one or several field assignments. For instance, we
might know that \acyclic(h, l, u) holds and have to prove that after executing
the assignment o.f=v; the formula \acyclic(store(h, o, f, v), l, u) holds.
A precise analysis of the effect of a field update is expensive and makes
automation significantly harder. As it is common in this kind of situation, it
helps to optimize the common case. In the present context, this means to decide
in most cases efficiently that a field assignment does not effect a heap property
at all. This is sufficiently achieved by two simple checks:
1. The expression singleton(o, f ) ⊆ l checks whether an updated location o.f
is in the location set l of the heap property to be preserved. This turns out to
be inexpensive for most (if not all) practically occurring cases. Whenever this
check fails, the resulting store can be removed from the argument of the heap
property. For instance, an assignment o.data=5 to the data field of a list does
not change the list structure which depends solely on the next field. In that
case we can rewrite \acyclic(store(h, o, data, 5), l, u) to \acyclic(h, l, u).
2. To check whether an object o whose field has been updated is reachable from
one of the other mentioned objects, is more expensive than the previous one,
but still cheaper than a full analysis. For example, we can check whether the
object o is reachable from object u in case of \acyclic(store(h, o, f, v), l, u).
If the answer is negative we can again discard the store expression.
4.4

Path-Length Axiomatization

In general, the JML assertions generated by costa refer to the path-length of a
data structure o as \depth(l, o) where l is the location set restricting the depth
12

Certificate Generation
Theap Tana Tjml Tver
traverse
14
36
2 2300
create
54 150
8 3100
insert
282 374
16 40800
indexOf
26
86
4 5900
reverse
72 130
8 20900
array2List
62 154
8 2600
copy
76 132
10 22600
searchtree
142 202
6 3700
Table 1. Statistics for the Generation
Bench

Cert. Size Generation/Checking
Nod Br Tgen Tcheck
%
1208
52 2338 1100
47.05
1499
47 3258 1400
42.97
19252 636 41190 5800
14.08
2439
67 5990 1800
30.05
14206 673 21038 3400
16.16
1457
37 2762 1400
50.69
14147 673 22742 3100
13.63
2389
97 3908 1500
38.38
and Checking of Resource Guarantees

to certain locations. This JML function is mapped to the JavaCard DL function
\depth(h, l, o) which is evaluated to the maximal path-length of o in heap h using
only locations from l. Its axiomatization is based on the n-reachability predicate
\reach expressing that there exists an object u reachable in \depth(h, l, o) steps
and that there is no object z reachable from o in more than \depth(h, l, o) steps.
This definition is not used by default by the theorem prover, instead, automated
proof search relies mainly on a number of lemmas that state more useful higherlevel properties. For instance, given a term like \depth(store(h, o, f, v), l, u) there
is a lemma which checks that o is reachable from u and some acyclicity requirements. If that is positive then the lemma allows us to use the same approximation
for \depth in case of a heap update as detailed in Sec. 3.1.

5

Experimental Results

The implementation of our approach required the following non-trivial extensions
to costa and KeY: (1) generate and output in costa the JML annotations
\depth, \acyclic and \disjoint so that KeY can parse them; (2) synthesize
suitable proof obligations in JavaCard DL that ensure correctness of the resource
analysis; (3) axiomatize the JML \depth, \acyclic and \disjoint functions
in KeY as described in Sec. 4 and implement heuristics for automation; and (4)
implement heuristic checks in KeY that allow fast verification of the common
case as described in Sec. 4.4. The resulting extended versions of KeY and costa
are available for download from http://fase2012.hats-project.eu.
Table 1 shows first experiments using a set of representative programs that
perform common list operations as well as searching for an element in a binary
tree. The experiments were performed using an Intel Core2 Duo at 2.53GHz with
4Gb of RAM running Linux 2.6.32. Columns Theap , Tana and Tjml show, respectively, the times (in milliseconds) taken by costa to perform the heap analysis (cyclicity, sharing and path-length), to execute the whole analysis (heap and
other analyses performed by costa), and to generate the JML annotations. Column Tver shows the time taken by KeY to verify the JML annotations generated
by costa. The size of the generated proofs is indicated by their number of nodes
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Nod and branches Br. Column Tgen shows the total time taken to generate the
proof (Tana +Tjml +Tver ) and Tcheck shows the time taken by KeY to check the
validity of the proof. The last column (%) shows the ratio Tcheck /Tgen .
Our preliminary experiments show already that a proof-carrying code approach to resource guarantees can be realized using costa and KeY with both
certificate generation and checking being fully automatic. In our framework the
code originating from an untrusted producer should be bundled with the proof
generated by costa + KeY for a given resource consumption. Then the code
consumer can check locally and automatically with KeY whether the claimed
resource guarantees are verified. As expected, checking an existing proof with
KeY takes on average only around 30% of the time to produce it.

6

Conclusions and Related Work

This paper describes the combination of a state-of-the-art resource analyzer
(costa) and a formal verification tool (KeY) to automatically infer and verify
resource guarantees that depend on the size of heap-allocated data structures in
Java programs. The distribution of work among the two systems is as follows:
costa generates ranking functions, invariants, as well as size relations, and outputs them as extended JML annotations of the analyzed program; KeY then
verifies the resulting proof obligations in its program logic and produces proof
certificates that can be saved and reloaded.
Many software verification tools including KeY [5], Why [8], VeriFast [16], or
Dafny [12] rely on automatic theorem proving technology. While most of these
systems are expressive enough to model and prove heap properties of programs,
such proofs are far from being automatic. The main reason is that functional
verification of heap properties requires complex invariants that cannot be found
automatically. In addition, automated reasoning over heap-allocated symbolic
data is far less developed than reasoning over integers or arrays.
With this paper we show that the automation built into a state-of-the-art
verification system is sufficient to reason successfully about resource-related heap
properties. The main reasons for this are: (a) the required invariants are inferred
automatically in the resource analysis stage; (b) a limited and carefully axiomatized signature for heap properties expressed in logic is used. This confirms the
findings of the SLAM project [4] that existing verification technology can be
highly automatic for realistic programs and a restricted class of properties.
There exist several other cost analyzers which automatically infer resource
guarantees for different programming languages [10,11]. However, none of them
formally proves the correctness of the upper bounds they infer. An exception
is [6], which verifies and certifies resource consumption (for a small programming language and not for heap properties). For the particular case of memory
resources, [7] formally certifies the correctness of the static analyzer. We have
taken the alternative approach of certifying the correctness of the upper bounds
that the tool generates. This is not only much simpler, but has the additional
advantage that the generated proofs can act as resource certificates.
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